
Workshop on Organic
Farming by SMRIM

Udaipur: Society for Microvita Research and Integrated

Medicine (SMRIM), Udaipur organized a one day workshop on

Organic Farming at Saleda, Near Bhinder on Sunday, 6th January,

2019. Organizer and Society Secretary Dr. Vartika Jain told

that workshop was inaugurated by garlanding the picture of

Shrii P.R. Sarkar, founder of Microvita theory and concept of

Ideal Farming by the guests from Germany, Mrs. Sarita and

Mr. Frank Barbar. Society member LalitPrajapat welcomed all

the guests by garlands and introduced them that Barbar cou-

ple is doing organic farming at Germany since last 20 years

and from last one month doing awareness campaign at vari-

ous places of India among the farmers. 

Keynote speaker Mrs. Sarita told the farmers at Saleda,

that Organic Farming is the solution of many problems of today's

world as it is chemical free. She gave the example of Punjab

and told the agriculture rich state is in bad situation today due

to use of chemical fertilizers and lots of people are suffering

there from deadly cancer disease. She stated that chemical

free food is good for developing a sentient mind and environ-

ment and overall good for higher spiritual development. She

showed the pictures of vegetables and crops grown in organ-

ic manner at Germany and motivated farmers to adopt the tech-

nology.

Shri Frank told that soil loses its natural fertility due to

chemicals and does not give good yields. Due to heavy loss

of crops, farmers are doing suicide. He told that farmers have

to make co-operative societies to get proper results of their

hard labor. Couple also gave answers to various queries raised

by farmers.

Secretary Dr. Vartika told that industries of chemical fer-

tilizers are getting huge subsidy but there is very less interest

in development of Biofertilizers and Bioinsecticides. Awareness

should be made at large scale to avoid food with chemicals

then only deadly diseases like cancer, diabetes, hypertension

etc. will be reduced.

In the end, Society felicitated the guests with their offi-

cial Bulletin on Microvita Research and Integrated Medicine

and I.S. Rathore gave thanks to guests and all the participants.

More than 30 farmers from Bhinder, Kanore, Khetakhera,

Kunthwas and Rajsamand participated in the workshop.   

Urma Married at the tender age of
10 months, now got freedom

Jodhpur: After suffering for 18 long years subsequent to

a child marriage at a tender age of just 10 months, 19 year old

Urma Bishnoi has now got her freedom by child marriage annul-

ment.  Urma Bishnoi who is from Jambanagar of  Kaparda vil-

lage of Jodhpur was locked in child marriage in 1999 when she

was just 10 months to the boy of Kaparda village itself. The

boy was allegedly involved in criminal activities. So the family

was in terror every moment. 

Threats to family- After Urma became adult she refused

to accept the child marriage. Her in-laws have started pres-

surizing her and her family. They had threatened with dire con-

sequences like cutting their nose- ears and damaging them.

Certain caste panchs also threatened the family of penalty and

social boycott if the child marriage was annulled. Urma and her

family members were quite frightened.

Udaipur:Awareness rally on 'fungal par Dangal' under the aus-

pices of Indian Association of Dermatologist Venereologist and

Leprologist (IADVL) left for Jaisalmer from Udaipur at 7 a.m.

on Sunday. The rally was flagged off by Dr. Anand Gupta,

Secretary, Indian Medical Association (IMA). The cycle rally,

from Udaipur, reached Rajsamand on Sunday evening in the

first stop.

Dr. PrashantAggarwal, the local convener of the program,

said that the team of 20 women and men cyclists from Pune

is also participating in this rally, which includes many well-known

doctors and professionals from the age group of 30 to 80 years.

In support of this health awareness campaign, along with Dr.

PrashantAggarwal, along with around 30 members from Udaipur

Cycling Club, from Udaipur, walked along the way for about 45

km. By distributing the template during the rally, the common

man was made aware of the protection from fungal infection.

Relying upon Udaipur, Rally Nathdwara, Rajsamand, Pali,

Jodhpur, Pokan will reach Jaisalmer on January 11. On this

occasion, Dr. Anand Gupta said that cycling is a very impor-

tant contribution to health awareness. A cycle is the full exer-

cise of the body. He congratulated Dr. PrashantAgarwal for this

first unique event of his kind for awareness of skin diseases.

Dr. NarinderPatwardhan of Pune Convenor Pune said that

considering the long road, two vehicles will also run along with

the team of cyclists so that any kind of medical or emergency

help can be provided immediately. Just a day before a press

meet was organized by Dr. PrashantAgrawal, 

-- Dr. NarinderPatwardhan, organizer of the program, from

Pune said that he has been running awareness cycles cam-

paign for various subjects for 21 years. This time, he has select-

ed awareness of diseases caused by skin diseases and has

kept the theme "a Dangal on the fungus" because there is a

lack of awareness among people. Nanduji, president of Pune

Cycling Sansthan, told that once Poona was called a city of

bicycles, but due to a partial life, now the situation of noise,

pollution and traffic jam has become a reality. We had seen the

awareness of bicycle awareness in people 21 years ago, now

that movement has become. 

He chanted the mantra 'Heated the feet by cycling, the stom-

ach was soft, sent cold, the disease was beaten'. Nitesh Tank,

president of Udaipur Cycling Group said that cycling is grow-

ing in the city and there is nothing to be cautious about cycling

if it is to get good health.

Dr. PrashantAgrawal said that people of our country are not

aware of the fungal infection. In ordinary language, herpes and

itchy are very light, whereas their timely and precise treatment

is necessary. Many times if they refrain from showing the doc-

tor, they sometimes use a tube with affordable steroids. This

increases the resistance of fungus to expand. With the new

immune system, the drug stops working on the fungus. It was

considered a simple disease a few years ago, but now it has

increased so much across the country that the patients some-

times come to the skin specialist in a very dysfunctional con-

dition and it takes more time for them to have the effect of med-

icines. Many times it takes months.

During the cycle rally, awareness pamphlets will be distrib-

uted, as well as the public will also be told how they can avoid

themselves by doing some rescue measures. Avoid moisture

from places like, do not wear wet clothes, take special care of

bathing every day and body hygiene, do not use others' tow-

els and handkerchief etc. Do not use cheaper creams of steroids

available in the market, medicines, and herbs. He said that the

name of this rally was called 'Dangal on the fungal' because

we have all fought together with a fugitive and have to defeat

it. Public participation in this is very important.

Interview: Jugal Rathi: Age 71,
looks young

CA JugalRathi from Pune told that the cycle is for both self-

ish and paramour. Keep yourself healthy, keep others healthy

too. If you do cycling then half of the city gets resolved. Traffic

improves, life goes on track too. While sharing a special inci-

dent, Rathi said that there is a jogging track of 450 meters in

Deccan Gymkhana Club in Pune. On their sixties birthday they

thought that something new should be done, then they made

around 60 rounds on this trek. After this, this annual event took

place, which also has a large number of people's participation.

On his birthday on 5th June Environment Day, he celebrated

his 71st birthday by trekking 71 on his birthday. He completed

this distance in 4 hours and 20 minutes. Along with them, 200

people of the city also circled their capacity. Thus, there were

a total of 2800 rounds. JugalRathi points out that cycling came

to mind in 2002 after seeing a cycle rally in 2002. By 2005 it

became a passion. He gave up his scooter and car. Now they

also use bicycles in everyday activities. If there is more dis-

tance then public transport can They say their message is sim-

ple, get a bicycle, get rid of many problems of life.
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U d a i p u r : ( P r a s h a n t

Shrivastava) The Shilpgram

Utsav that ended on 31st of

2018 has left many memories

etched on the minds of peo-

ple who attended it. From

Udaipur to India to the World,

the spectators were only left

mesmerized at the beauty of

Indian culture.People who read

about the culture of India in

books have no idea how big

and grand the real picture

would be.The Shilpgram, even

apart from these ten days of

celebration remains lively and

eventful. The planner of the

Shilpgram is always full of

activities that include poetry,

art, literature, music, food,

crafts, and lot more. The West

Zone Cultural Center that takes

care of it ensures that the fra-

grance of pious Indian culture

and soil keeps emanating from

here and keep wafting in the

atmosphere.

One Shilpgram signifies and

sums up the entire cultural

spectrum of western India.

And since it is in Udaipur, the

local magic is well spelled. The

success of Shilpgram is a real-

ly inspiring story for all the

regions of the country. Every

city in the country should

have a Shilpgram where the

local culture can breathe and

nourish amid the smoke and

dust of modernization where

everything is slowly turning

artificial.One such center in

every city can ensure that the

art of the place lives and lives

long. The expansion of moder-

nity is called development

which also causes the con-

traction of artists and their tal-

ent.While the computerized

orchestra drives every cultur-

al program in the cities, you

need a platform made of raw

soil where instruments like

flute, Tabla, Sitar, Mridangam,

Tanpura, Pakhavaj, Ektara,

and so on could be heard. A

place where poets recite the

authentic poetry and ghazals.

This idea is not only a refresh-

ing one, but it can also become

a major tourist attraction. Plus,

you are conserving art for the

future. As of now, the pace with

which we see the downfall of

traditional heritage, the future

generations will only read

about, and then soon no one

will know about these instru-

ments, for example.

And if you doubt whether artists

will like it or people would

come to see the real theatre

instead of cinema or food

served on cots instead of fine-

dining, you must understand

the example of Shilpgram

Udaipur. The place is a huge

success. It is not only one of

the best places to see in

Udaipur, but it also is the cus-

todian of culture.
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"15 months old survived a successful Open Heart Surgery" 
Rajasthan State's First Successful Operation

Udaipur: Geetanjali Medical College & Hospital a Super-Specialty Tertiary Care's Cardiac Centre showcased a suc-

cessful case of Rajasthan's first of kind "Intra Cardiac Repair of Tetralogy of Fallot with RVOT Stenting" on 15 months old

& weighing only 5 kilograms boy. The team of successful surgery involves Cardiac Thoracic Vascular Surgeon Dr. Sanjay

Gandhi along with Cardiac Anesthetist Dr. Ankur Gandhi, Dr. Manmohan Jindal, Dr. KalpeshMistry, Dr. AshishPatiyal,

Cardiologist Dr. KapilBhargava, Dr. Ramesh Patel, Dr. Danny Kumar, Dr. ShalabhAgarwal, OT & ICU Staff who co-ordinate

well in the complete corrective surgery as well as RVOT Stenting. 

Born as a third child to an Udaipur resident, Deepak Khateek was suffering from blue-tinged skin & cyanotic spells since

birth. He soon started losing his conscious state after crying lot. He was admitted in Geetanjali Hospital in emergency to

where on investigations of Echo-Cardiography&Cath Angiography, it was confirmed as congenital heart disease named

Tetralogy of Fallot. It is a rare condition caused by a combination of four heart defects that are present at birth (congeni-

tal).These defects, which affect the structure of the heart, cause oxygen-poor blood to flow out of the heart and to the rest

of the body. Infants and children with tetralogy of Fallot usually have blue-tinged skin because their blood doesn't carry

enough oxygen. The treatment prescribed for the same is surgery but as the baby was too small and underweight it was

decided to opt for a solution in reference to which RVOT Stenting was done to make the baby survive for surgery. Cardiologist

Dr. Ramesh Patel identified this child with an abnormal function of heart and adopted RVOT Stenting, stenting of the right

ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) in the initial palliation of symptomatic patients with severely limited pulmonary blood flow. 

"This is a case first time happening in Rajasthan since there is a history of only 100 RVOT Stents on record in medical journals world over of such operations." said Dr. Ramesh Patel. 

The boy soon started gaining weight & was out of danger. But this was not a complete treatment. He was then referred to Cardiac Surgery team where a successful Intra Cardiac Repair

Surgery was performed. The surgery lasted 5 to 6 hours. 

"The stent implanted by the cardiologists was to be removed prior to closure of hole in heart and obstruction in right ventricular flow. As the stent was of metal, so when the body grows the

stent doesn't. So firstly & most importantly the stent was removed very cautiously as it may lead to anytime heart failure. Then the hole was closed with white medical patched & the obstruc-

tion was opened. This contributed to a complete corrective surgery commonly known as Intra Cardiac Repair Surgery. The young boy was kept on heart-lung machine & all the small instru-

ments required in a neonate surgery were all available at Geetanjali Cardiac Centre," said the treating cardiac surgeon, Dr. Sanjay Gandhi. 

"Such patients require immediate medical intervention as they are at very high risk. This disease has a ratio of every 1 out of every two thousand patients. A boy 15 months old usually

weigh around 10-12 kilograms but this boy was weighing only 5 grams which was a big challenge for the team to operate & make the boy survive. He will now lead a normal life but will be

kept on a regular follow up for betterment," Dr. Gandhi. 

In the press conference organized by Geetanjali Medical College & Hospital, the Executive Director of Geetanjali Group, Mr. AnkitAgarwal, congratulated the whole team on a successful

surgery performed and establishing a new milestone in medical history of Rajasthan. He also further added to include new educational & technical courses to overcome the upcoming future

challenges in medical history. He also said that there will be coming many new & many more articles to be shared giving Geetanjali a PAN India recognition. This success is also dedicated to

a well coordinated management &staff at GMCH making the things happen successfully.

Geetanjali Medical College & Hospital's CEO Mr. PrateemTamboli said that "The only interest we understand at Geetanjali Hospital is of Patient Interest. We are committed to provide a

quality health care to all our patients and are creating innovations. We have also moved from Tertiary Level Care to Quarternary Level Care, a step ahead, to be the trend setter not only in

Udaipur, but to all our surrounding territories. Success & innovation comes when a team equally works for a common objective as in this case where in this case also the common objective

made the child lived. 

Health messenger accompanied by a message
of ‘fungal par Dangal’
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